Kea Survey Records Finding-Aid

Overview
Acceptance Code: SUV-KEOS/KEA
Principal Creators: Jack L. Davis and John F. Cherry
Title: Keos/Kea Survey Records
Principal Dates: 1983-1987
Principal Language: English
Scope and Content: The Keos/Kea Survey was a multifaceted project organized by Jack L. Davis and John F. Cherry in 1983. Co-directed by Eleni Mantzourani and conducted under the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies in Athens, the project applied intensive archaeological surface survey techniques to portions of the island of Keos/Kea for the purposes of documenting and explaining changes in the history of prehistoric and historic settlement and land use. The surrounding natural environment was also investigated.

Series in the Keos/Kea Survey Records include: Administrative Records and Correspondence (Series I containing permits and grants; correspondence), Survey Records (Series II containing notebooks; forms and find records; illustrative and photographic records), Studies and Publications (Series III containing other records related to studies and publications), Other Records (Series IV), and Artifactual Materials (Series V containing samples).

Access: The collection has been processed. Please contact the archivist for further information.

Citation: University of Cincinnati, Archives and Special Collections of the Department of Classics, Keos/Kea Survey Records


Notes (2): This finding-aid was last edited in July 2017.

Series I: Administrative Records and Correspondence

Subseries I.1: Permits and Grants

Box 01
Folder 01: 1983-1987, grant applications for National Geographic and British Academy and correspondence concerning grant applications
Folder 02: 1987, report to the Ephoreia of Antiquities
Folder 03: 1984, financial material and grant applications
Folder 04: 1984, expenditure book

Subseries I.2: Correspondence

Box 02
Folder 01: 1982-1987, correspondence between Jack Davis, James Wright and Stephen Miller concerning Kea, Nemea Valley Archaeological Project, and Melos permits
Folder 02: 1982-1987, correspondence between Jack Davis, James Wright and Stephen Miller concerning Kea, Nemea Valley Archaeological Project, and Melos permits
Folder 03: 1982-1987, correspondence between Jack Davis, James Wright and 
Stephen Miller concerning Kea, Nemea Valley Archaeological Project, and Melos 
permits
Folder 04: Correspondence, Jack Davis and William Rostoker concerning metallurgical 
samples (stored in Box 11) and quern samples
Folder 05: 1983-1987, Personal correspondence with team members
Folder 06: 1987, Correspondence concerning the storage of finds
Folder 07: 1988-1990, Correspondence regarding publication
Folder 08: 1988-1990, Correspondence regarding publication
Folder 09: 1990, Correspondence concerning edits to publication
Folder 10: 1990, Correspondence concerning publication and edits post 3/16/90, B&W 
photos of press and towers
Folder 11: 1992-93, Correspondence concerning final edits, list of book reviewers and 
people to whom copies are to be given
Folder 12: Annotated call for papers for Greek Survey Newsletter

Series II: Survey Records
Subseries II.1: Notebooks
Box 03
Folder 01: 1983, photocopy of A team logbook
Folder 02: 1983, photocopy of B team logbook
Folder 03: 1983, photocopy of C team logbook
Folder 04: 1984, photocopy of re-visitiation log
Folder 05: 1984, Prehistoric pottery description notebooks
Folder 06: 1984, site pottery description notebooks (no.1, no.2, vol.1, vol.2)
Folder 07: 1984, P. Callaghan/Robert Sutton comments notebooks, stray finds 
notebook
Folder 08: 1984, P. Callaghan/Robert Sutton comments notebook photocopy
Folder 09: Artifact description book

Subseries II.2: Forms and Finds Records
Box 04
Binder 01: Survey forms
Binder 02: Pottery Analysis Forms
Binder 03: Artifact Summary Sheets

Folder 01 (see Box 12): 1985, artifact catalog
Folder 02 (see Box 12): 1985, artifact catalog

Subseries II.3: Illustrative and Photographic Records
Box 05
Folder 01: 1993, Inked and photocopied pottery profiles; correspondence concerning 
drawings
Folder 02: 1993, Inked and photocopied pottery profiles
Folder 03: 1993, Photocopied pottery profiles
Folder 04: 1993, Photocopied pottery profiles
Folder 05: Illustrations for Kea book, pottery profiles, tower ground plans, and correspondence concerning illustrations
Folder 06: Copies of Kea book illustrations
Folder 07: Copies of Kea book illustrations
Folder 08: Copies of Kea book illustrations
Folder 09: Old (16th-18th century) maps of Kea
Folder 10: British (1:2,000) and Army (1:50,000) maps and map of survey tracts

Box 06
Folder 01: 1984, Photo logs (museum and site)
Folder 02: B&W survey photos (lab and field), originals
Folder 03: B&W survey photos (lab and field), negatives
Folder 04: Photographs of ceramics
Folder 05: Aerial photographs of Kea survey area
Folder 06: 1986, aerial photos, maps with artifact distribution, correspondence concerning air photos
Folder 07: Area satellite imagery
Folder 03 (see Box 12): Maps, annotated region maps
Folder 06 (see Box 10): Photocopies of ceramic drawings

Series III: Studies and Publications
Subseries III.1: Other Records Related to Studies and Publications

Box 07
Folder 01: Chapter 1, Landscape, History, and Archaeology; edits and survey maps
Folder 02: Chapter 2, The Problem Orientation of the Survey; chapter draft and email correspondence
Folder 03: Chapter 3, Survey Methods, Frequency distribution charts and map of sites
Folder 04: Chapter 4, edited transect data
Folder 05: Chapter 5: Catalog; bibliography and list of abbreviations with edits, edited catalog, edited “Site mentioned by I.A. Psyllas,”
Folder 06: Chapter 5: Catalog; Correspondence concerning sites and samples
Folder 07: Chapter 5: Catalog; Chapter revisions
Folder 08: Chapter 5: Catalog; Site and Pottery concordance
Folder 09: Chapter 5: Catalog; Pottery catalog and correspondence concerning
Folder 10: Chapter 5: Catalog; Pottery and finds catalog
Folder 11: Chapter 5: Catalog; Catalog of A sites
Folder 12: Chapter 5: Catalog; Catalog of B sites
Folder 13: Chapter 5: Catalog; Catalog of C and X sites
Folder 14: Chapter 5, edited catalog of ceramic finds and photocopies of profile drawings
Folder 15: Chapter 6: Prehistoric Pottery, edited chapter, pottery notebooks
Folder 16: Chapter 7: The Chipped Stone, chapter edits [folder includes unreadable 3.5” floppy disk]
Folder 17: Chapter 8: The Earliest Age in Kea, chapter edits
Folder 18: Chapter 10: Historical and Epigraphical Sources, chapter edits
Folder 19: Chapter 10: Historical and Epigraphical Sources, chapter edits

**Box 08**
Folder 01: Chapter 11 annotated draft
Folder 02: Chapter 12 edits and correspondence
Folder 03: Chapter 13 edits
Folder 04: Chapter 14 literature and notes concerning mining
Folder 05: Chapter 15 drafts and coin photos
Folder 06: Chapter 16 edits and correspondence
Folder 07: Chapter 17 edits, Greek and Roman Settlement frequency distributions
Folder 08: Chapter 18 correspondence and notes
Folder 09: Chapter 19 illustrations, bibliography, and correspondence
Folder 10: Chapter 20 comments and edits, correspondence concerning study
Folder 11: Chapter 21 notes, maps, and correspondence

**Box 09**
Folder 01: Chapter 21, copy Todd Whitelaw ethnoarchaeology research, maps and data
Folder 02: Todd Whitelaw project information, artifact distribution maps
Folder 03: Todd Whitelaw project papers, correspondence concerning edits
Folder 04: Correspondence between Jack Davis and Jack Caskey concerning chapter 22
Folder 05: Edits and additions to bibliography and several chapters, Jack Caskey job details
Folder 06: 1991, publications corrections post 2/1/91, edits to the index
Folder 07: 1991, publication revisions
Folder 08: 1991, publication revisions
Folder 09: 1991, publication index note cards

**Series IV: Other Records**
**Box 12 (See Flat File Case 1, Drawer 5)**
Box: Kea Survey MA-16 original artwork
Envelope: Art Institute original drawings published in Fitton edition
Envelope: Kea Survey Photos (for publication), printed June 1985 (23)
Unlabeled pottery illustrations
Large cardboard folder: Miscellaneous maps and plans of Kea survey and excavations
Maps: Paoura, Kephala, and Koressos: weighted density of pottery and obsidian
Large envelop of unlabeled lithic drawings
"Drawings for Kea Book"
Kea Survey Map PS 29616
Artwork
Kea Poster
Folder 04 (see **Box 12**): Passages from historical sources and inscriptions regarding Kea
Folder 05 (see **Box 12**): Passages from historical sources and inscriptions regarding Kea, includes two photos of uncollected inscriptions found in survey
Box 10
Folder 01: 1985, artifact catalog
Folder 02: 1985, artifact catalog
Folder 03: Maps, annotated region maps
Folder 04: Passages from historical sources and inscriptions regarding Kea
Folder 05: Passages from historical sources and inscriptions regarding Kea, includes two photos of uncollected inscriptions found in survey
Folder 06 (see Box 10): Photocopies of ceramic drawings

Series V: Artifactual Material
Subseries V.1: Samples

Box 11
Box 01: Sample 1, Site A14
Box 02: Sample 2, Site A16
Box 03: Sample 3, Koressia Acropolis
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